
WDS You click, 
we deliver



The problem

● Expensive
● Not secure
● Limited by time or location
● Bad organization
● Slow process
● Lack of informations
● Bad customer service 

There are a lot of delivery solutions, but each has a few advantages 
and more disadvantages



The solution

Platform that provides delivery 
service by using multiple 
partners to create a network, in 
which We don’t own the 
logistics, which means we 
decrease the costs  and 
control the size of operations 
based on demand easily. Also 
we have access to all the 
informations and data to 
assist our partners and clients 
in real time.



How it works

Step 1

location

The user identify his location and 
the location he wants to send the 
packages to, and can also add the 
informations of the receiver to be 
contacted later

  

Step 2

Pickup

One of our agent came to pick the 
package from the client and take 
it to the partner who will be 
chosen based on the destination 
and availability

  

Step 3

Partners

The partner then receive the 
package and take it to the 
destination that been identified 
before

  

Step 4

Delivery

Another agent in the destination 
city receive the package with all 
the necessary informations about 
the destination, contact the 
receiver to check availability and 
verify the location and time of 
delivery.

  

The Platform optimize the user experience by saving him time, money and effort.



Value proposition

Money

Charge less

Time

Fast process to delivery

Effort

WDS offers pickup

Service

Informations are available all time

WDS combined all the advantages of the competition:



Market
Users



Market

REVENUE



REVENUE

Revenue Costs



Cost Structure

Client pays 45dh

WDS takes 5dh40dh

Partners 20dh 2 Agents 20dh Insurance Expenses 



Unique advantage 

Time

Cost



The team

QOTBI Ayyoub
Student at 1337 in 2nd 
year, passionate about 

coding an 
entrepreneurship

linkedin.com/in/qotbiayyoub


